KEEP YOUR LIGHT SHINING
REMASTERED

Seven singers have just 30 seconds to impress judges
in Keep Your Light Shining Remastered, an electrifying
13-week contest which will earn the star performer a big
cash prize and a sparkling musical career.

Genre:
Singing Talent Show

Number of Episodes:
13

Contestants:
7 contestants, 2 jury members

Duration:
Weekly, Prime Time

KEEP YOUR LIGHT SHINING
REMASTERED

Seven fired-up singers have just a moment in the spotlight to win over celebrity
judges in the inspiring talent show Keep Your Light Shining Remastered. As the
spectacular 13-week contest heats up, viewers grow attached to their favorite
performers and enjoy picking out the stars of the future.
The show’s creators have taken its original format to a new level, boosting the
excitement and entertainment value to bring out the star quality of the singers,
showcased at the start of each episode. The determined contestants, captivated
audience and dazzling studio setting blend to create an electrifying atmosphere.
Each performer in turn sings their heart out for half a minute, with the pressure
of knowing they must be pitch perfect to earn the support of the two star
judges. At the end of the song, the tension mounts as the jury deliberates on the
performances of singers desperate to find a path to stardom.
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With pulses racing, the judges each give a red X to the weakest performer in every
round – giving them to the same contestant if they wish. The verdict triggers a
moment of relief or heart-sinking disappointment for those on stage. But each
song is just one step in the breathtaking battle fought out in each episode.
With jury members having 20 Xs to dish out in total, nobody is spared the judges’
criticism. But everyone has repeated chances to prove themselves over the course
of 10 songs. The excitement of the studio audience, spellbound by the singing
talent, fuels a thrilling atmosphere that feeds through to viewers at home.
When a singer receives a third X, the spotlight goes out and plunges them into
darkness. They must leave the stage and wait to see if they are eliminated. Each
time a contestant departs, those remaining have more time to show their talent.
By the end of 10 songs, six singers have collected three Xs and left the stage.
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The jubilant remaining performer, with only two Xs, wins the weekly cash prize
and advances to the next episode in a step towards their dream of a singing
career. The jury must then choose four of the remaining six singers to join the
winner in the next episode. Two singers are eliminated and will not return.
Each week two new contestants replace those rejected. The quality of the
performances and the excitement builds each episode towards the grand finale
in the 13th week. The stage is set for a final showdown, where one singer
most prove they have the star quality to triumph over their rivals. The greatest
performer is about to earn a big cash prize and launch themselves on a sparkling
musical career.
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